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MONTANA K A I M I N
University of Montana
Missoula, Montana
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Vice President Post
Temporarily Vacant
UM Pres. Robert Pantzer said
yesterday he does not plan to ap
point a new financial vice presi
dent in the near future.
Mr. Pantzer said Calvin Murphy,
in his new position as business
manager and controller, will ,assume most of the duties pre
viously under, the financial vice
president, the position held by Mr.
Pantzer before he became acting
president in August, 1966.
Mr. Pantzer indicated he would
handle the remaining financial
duties himself, until it becomes
necessary to appoint another fi
nancial administrator.
He said he would continue to do
some of the financial work be
cause he formerly had worked as
financial vice president.
'
“Because of the loss of Mr.
Johns and Mr. Inabnit last year,
we are slightly shorthanded at this
time,” Mr. Pantzer said. “Because
of this, we will be announcing ad
ditional administrative appoint
ments in the next couple of
months.”
Mr. Pantzer is also considering
moving from his Farviews resi-

dence to the house provided for
UM presidents on Beckwith Ave
nue.
“With one son in the military
and a daughter in nursing school,
that leaves my wife, my other son
and myself living at home right
now,” Mr. Pantzer said. “For this
reason, and because the permanent
presidents’ residence is closer to
campus, we will probably make
the move this quarter.”
Mr. Pantzer also discussed the
$120,000 house given as a life
estate to the UM Foundation by
Missoula businessman A. J. Mosby.
He explained Mr. Mosby and his
wife can continue to live in the
house, which is on Farviews, for
the rest of their lives or until they
move, at which time it would be
come property of the Foundation.
Possible uses for the house, ac
cording to Mf. Pantzer, would be
as a presidents’ residence or a fa
culty club. “Or,” he said, “the
home could be sold and the money
used for other purposes.”
Mr. Pantzer indicated the Foun
dation would probably discuss
possible uses soon.

Prison Chaplain Will Speak
Byron E. Eshelman, a longtime
Protestant chaplain at San Quen
tin, will speak in the Music Recital
Hall next Tuesday at 8 p.m.
He served as chaplain at Alca
traz before he took his post at San
Quentin 15 years ago. He is an

Chaplain.” The book, published in
1962, is an account of life on Death
Row and an analysis of capital
punishment as a deterrent to
crime.
The Rev. Eshelman also serves
as Chief Chaplain of the Cali
fornia Department of Correction
and is past president of the Ameri
can Correction Association.
Benjamin W. Wright, sociology
lecturer and criminology specialist
at the University of Montana, will
introduce the chaplain. The Rev.
Eshelman is sponsored by the
ASUM Program Council and the
University Public Exercises Com
mittee.*

Gale Chosen for
School Positions
Laurence C. Gale, UM academic
vice president, was elected to two
positions at the November meeting
of the Northwest Association of
Secondary and Higher Schools in
Seattle.
Mr. Gale was elected to repre
sent Montana’s Class A public
schools for one year, filling the
unexpired term of former UM
Pres. Robert Johns.
REV. BYRON E. ESHELMAN
He also was elected to serve on
the Executive Committtee of the
ordained minister of the United Commission on Higher Schools,
Church of Christ.
filling the final year of the unex
The Rev. Eshelman, strong op pired term of William R. Wood,ponent of capital punishment, has president of the University of Alas
written the book, “Death Row ka, who resigned from the post.

Drama Quartet, Masquers
Prepare for ‘After the Fall’
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Annual Pageant to Decide
New Miss U of M Sunday
By ANITA WILFORD
Kaimin Reporter
The 20th annual Miss U of M
Pageant, to be presented in the
University Theater at 8:15 p.m.
Sunday, will climax a week of
suspense-filled preparation by
fourteen contestants.
Judith Stowe, last year’s win
ner, will crown the new Miss U
of M, and UM will send the pros
pective Miss Montana to the state
pageant in June.
Nancy Anne Fleming, Miss
America, 1961, will be mistress of
ceremonies. Miss Fleming will al
so attend a banquet for the candi
dates Saturday night at the Club
Chateau.
Contestants will have interviews
with the judges at an informal
coffee horn: at 2:30 today in
Knowles Hall. Beauty, poise, per
sonality and talent vrill be evalu
ated, Maurine Clow, associated
dean of students and adviser for
the pageant said.
Tonight at 8:30 in the University
Theater the women will be judged
for appearance in evening gowns
and bathing suits. Talent will be
judged at 2 p.m. Saturday.
Contestants and escorts will be
introduced at the UM-Gonzaga
basketball game at the Field
House, following the banquet Sat
urday night. The Miss U of M
Dance will be in the Cascade
Room of the Lodge after the game.
The pageant Sunday night will
include talent performances by
each candidate. An 8-foot exten
sion to the stage has been con■ structed, with a 16-foot ramp ex
tending from the stage, where
contestants will parade in bathing
suits and evening gowns.
The contestants, their home
towns, living groups, and talents
are:
Wanda Jean Criger, a Kappa
Kappa Kappa from Sidney will
play a flute solo, Molique’s “An
dante.” Barbara L. Richey, a Sig
ma Kappa from Wiilow Grove,
Pa., will sing a vocal medley of
popular songs. A Delta Gamma
from Helena, Linda Ann Rhein,
has chosen a musical monologue
for piano, entitled “What the West
Contributed to America.” Kathleen
Wrack, Alpha Omicron Pi, from
Laurel, will sing “A Tribute to
Cole Porter.”
Linda Thompson, a Synadelphic
resident from Missoula, will pre
sent an interpretation of Spanish
songs on the guitar. Linda Lee
Thomas a Delta Delta Delta from
Cardston, Alberta, Canada, will
perform a piano solo, “Autumn
Leaves.” A solo from the musical
comedy, “Funny Girl,” will be
presented by Merilee Elda Fenger,

U Band to Play
National Concerts

“NOW THIS IS THE PROCEDURE YOU’LL FOLLOW. . .” Dave
Davies, production manager for the Miss UM Pageant, to be pre
sented Sunday night directs the contestants through the program
in preparation for the preliminaries being held Saturday night
and the selection of a new Miss UM Sunday night in the Univer
sity Theatre. (Photo by Phil Gibbs)
Knowles Hall. She will sing “Don’t
This year the pageant is being
Rain on My Parade.”
sponsored jointly by the AWS and
Sandra Jean Guest, a Kappa the ASUM Program Council. The
Kappa Gamma from Kalispell will pageant is being directed by An
read from “Exodus.” Gay Garard, drea Grauman, assisted by Dave
a Missoula Sigma Kappa, will play
an excerpt from the Warsaw Con Davies, production manager.
Pepsi Cola Bottling Co. will pre
certo. Donna Marie Hartley, a
Kappa Kappa Gamma from Beth sent a $100 scholarship to the pag
lehem, Pa., will sing and dance eant winner. A $75 scholarship
will be presented to the first run
to “I Ain’t Down Yet.”
by Anaconda Forest Prod
Honky-tonk piano, a medley, • ner-up
will be presented by Lynn Gail ucts.
The Miss U of M contest -is an
Nelson, a Sigma Kappa from
Butte. Susan Whitney, a Butte Al official Miss America pageant, and
pha Omicron Pi, will do a narrated is open to the public. Tickets are
drawing. Turner Hall resident, Jo available at the Lodge desk. All
anne Menello of Laurel will sing seats must be reserved.
the “Habanera” from the opera
Judges for this year’s event are
“Carmen.” Jesse Poore, a Kappa Robert L. Stewart, a Missoula mu
Alpha Theta from Butte will pre sician; Laurence Gale, UM aca
demic vice president; Mrs. Dana
sent a dramatic reading.
Miss Montana, Nancy Anne Mc Bunnell, UM instructor of mod
Leod, will sing “Go Where Your ern dance; Lee Nye, photographer;'
Dream Leads” by Bernie Wayne, Dale Stapp, a Great Falls busi
and “Open a New Window,” from nessman; Neil Dahlstrom, Hellgate
the Broadway Musical, “Marne.” High School music instructor; Mrs.
The Jubileers will also appear on John Stewart, a Missoula vocalist;
the program with a medley of five James E. Dew, UM professor of
songs. Besides crowning the new art; and Mrs. Margaret Johnson,
Miss U of M, Miss Stowe will pre Sentinel High School drama direc
sent a vocal selection.
tor.

Selection Committee Names
UM’s 18th Rhodes Scholar
Kent D. Price, LaJolla, Calif.,
was named UM’s 18th Rhodes
Scholar at a regional selection
committee meeting in Portland,
Ore., last month.
As a Rhodes Scholar, Price will

The UM Band has been selected
to present conecrts to two nation
al music conventions.
The band will play for the Na
The Montana Masquers will cast includes Sharon Strobel, Bar tional College Band Directors Con
vention in Ann Arbor, Mich., in
start the winter quarter drama bara Trott, Glenn Gauer, JoAnne February,
according to David
Basile, Teddy Ulmer, Linus Carleseason with a reader’s theatre pro ton,
WHltwell, director of bands at the
Craig
Ball,
Paul
Anderson
duction of Arthur Miller’s “After and Judy Parker.
University. He said a national
the Fall” as the Montana Drama
Curtain time is 8:15 p.m. Stu committee spent nearly a year con
Quartet makes its second appear dent
sidering several hundred college
tickets are 50 cents.
ance Jan. 12-15 in-Jhe University
bands before extending invitations
The
play
was
the
first
ever
pre
Theatre.
sented in the repertory theater of to bands from the University of
Maurice Breslow as Lou and Pa the Lincoln Center in New York, Montana, University of Michigan
tricia Maxson as Maggie are the the first permanent repertory the and University of Minnesota,
two new members of the quartet, ater established in the United Michigan State University, .Ohio
appearing with last year’s Firman States. Says Miller of his work State University and Ithaca Col
H. Brown Jr. as Quentin and “This play is not ‘about’ some lege.
Kathleen Shoen as Louise. The thing; hopefuly it ‘is’ something
The band will also open the
original quartet made its premier . . . For me it is as much a fact in Northwest Division Convention of
performance last year with the itself as a new bridge.”
the National Music Educators Con
controversial “Who’s Afraid of
The Masquers will present four ference in Missoula in March, it
Virginia Woolf.”
other major productions this quar was announced by Jess Foster, di
KENT B. PRICE
“After the Fall” is directed by ter: “Yes, My Darling Daughter,” vision president.
Selected from 75 organizations study history at Oxford University
Maurice Breslow and the set was a student production, “The Pied
designed by art major Tom Stern Piper of Hamlin,” a children’s that submitted tapes, the band will in England for two years.
al. Costumes are by Beverly play, and Jean Anouilh’s “Anti perform for about 2,000 music ed
Price received his bachelor of
ucators from the Western states.
Thomas. Besides the quartet, the gone.”
arts degree in history and political

science from the UM in 1965. He
received his master’s degree here
in August 1966 and currently is
working on his doctorate at UCLA
in Los Angeles.
While attending UM, Price was
associated with Bear Paws, Model
United Nations, Air Force ROTC,
Sigma Nu social fraternity, and
Phi Alpha Theta, a history honor
ary. He also was active in student
government.
Cecil Rhodes, British statesman,
financier and philanthropist, pro
vided for Rhodes Scholarships in
his will. Recipients of scholarships
issued since 1902 have been chosen
from countries outside England.
United States candidates must be
male, between 18 and 24, have at
least junior standing in an Ameri
can college, have attained high
scholastic goals, and possess lead
ership qualities.
Thirty-two c a n d i d a t e s are
chosen from the United States an
nually. For selection purposes, the
United States is divided into eight
districts of several states each.
Each state nominates two men.
From these nominees, each dis
trict committee chooses four win
ners. Other winners in this district
are from Washington, Oregon, and
Idaho.
The scholarship includes an an
nual stipend of about $2100.

Viet Nam: A Hard Look
For the second straight year the Viet Nam war was voted the
top news story of the year by the Associated Press member
newspapers and radio and television stations.
An all too easy choice, it is a duboius honor, and one which
it will doubtless earn again in 1967.
With the new year more young Americans are being sent to
fight in the conflict (American forces in South Viet Nam passed
the 300,000 mark by August of 1966), and more will surely die
(by September of the same year the number of American
deaths in that country since 1961 totaled more than 5,000).
After a tour of South Viet Nam and the guerrilla war, De
fense Secretary Robert McNamara said our side is winning.
In April, Premier Nguyen Cao Ky of South Viet Nam purged
his closest rival. Scores of Buddhists demonstrated in Da Nang,
Hue and Saigon, several committing suicide by burning.
The U.S. began bombing oil depots near Hanoi and Haipong
in June.
Red China claimed American jets shot down a Chinese plane
inside China, and the U.S. immediately denied the charges,
saying it was over Viet Nam 20 miles from the border.
In August, U.S. planes bombed a civilian village and one of
our own Coast Guard cutters.
U.S. pilots were publicly paraded in Hanoi with the threat of
being tried as war criminals.
In September, the South Vietnamese elected a legislative
body to draw up a constitution to return the country to civilian
rule.
U.N. Ambassador Arthur Goldberg told that body the U.S.
will halt bombing raids in North Viet Nam immediately if we
are assured North Viet Nam will reduce its support of the war
in the south.
At home, a growing number of Americans voiced opposition
to the war and President Johnson’s escalation policies.
Anti-draft groups invited youths to counseling centers to
hold seminars advising them how to avoid fighting in the Viet
Nam conflct.
Mass anti-draft and anti-Viet Nam war demonstrations were
staged at colleges and universities throughout the country.
Other factions, such as Mendel L. Rivers, chairman of the
House Armed Services Committee, favored stronger action:
“The United States should flatten Hanoi if necessary and let
world opinion go fly a kite.”
Chairman Richard B. Russell, his Armed Services Committee
counterpart in the Senate, said use of the superior military
force of the U.S. is the only means by which the communists
can be forced to the conference table.
The President and Secretary of State Dean Rusk called re
peatedly for peace conferences in 1966.
Although U.S. officials feel we are making progress in the
Viet war, it is not substantial enough to warrant its continua
tion at its present magnitude.
If this war is to be continued, it must become a full scale
air offensive against North Viet Nam; an all-out effort to do
the most destruction to the enemy with a minimum loss of
American lives. However, many innocent persons would be
killed.
In this war of confusion the intangibility of guerrilla warfare
favors the Viet Cong. It is the type of fighting they are best
adapted to. The American forces are naturally at a disadvan
tage, fighting under unnatural grueling conditions.
If maximum military strength is not mustered to quickly
eliminate the enemy and end the war, the U.S. does not belong
in Viet Nam.
We do not condemn the war as being immoral or illegal,
for involvement in war makes it legal and moral.
Because our elected chief executive chooses to involve the
country in the conflict, it is the duty of the citizenry to support
it totally.
If the population is dissatisfied with his leadershp a new
leader should be chosen.
In either case, total war or, better, U.S. withdrawal, this
country must be unified t6 insure its superiority and freedom.
U.S. position cannot be ambiguous, neither to the American
population nor to other countries. A firm stand must be taken.
This article does not concern itself with the question of
whether the draft in the U.S. is sound, since the problem, con
cerning this war at least, would be alleviated with total U.S.
commitment and air war escalation or complete withdrawal.
However, internal anti-war movements destroy what con
tinuity and strength U.S. and Viet Nam policy now possesses.
Such movements are more than ill-advised. They are unAmerican.
Since South Viet Nam has .freely voted to establish civilian
rule, the U.S. is free to withdraw and let it commence.
If U.S.-Viet Nam policy does not call for immediate destruc
tion of and total victory over North Viet Nam, a stand which
would demand and deserve all-American support, or preferred
total withdrawal from the conflict, the present war effort will
continue as a fruitless form of legal slaughter.
It is time for the U.S. to take a clear position. Enough of the
mystique. Enough needless American deaths.
Make a formal U.S. statement of Viet Nam policy, and "let
world opinion go fly a kite.”
satre
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fLoved One11—
Funniest Disappointment
By DAVE FOY
Kaimin Movie Reviewer
The Loved One is one of the
funniest disappointments I’ve ever
seen. When it played here last year
I went to it three times, each time
trying to figure out why I was
consistently disappointed and yet
amused.
I think I know what the prob
lems are. One is Terry Southern,
who collaborated on the script with
Christopher Isherwood. I’m not
saying Southern isn’t a fine writer
(after his masterpiece Dr. Strangelove, who could say that) but I do
suggest that he and his talents
aren’t ideally suited to this par
ticular plot structure.
Southern’s forte is the episode,
and his work in Doctor Strangelove was a series of one-shot gags
that bludgeoned the immediate
target. Candy and Flash and Fili
gree were Southern working in
this bang-and-move-on, so to
speak, technique. But these two
books and Strangelove were pieces
requiring just this kind of treat
ment, and The Loved One isn’t.
The story, based on Evelyn
Waugh’s novel, needs to hang to
gether, needs organization, direc
tion, and inevitability. The movie
has absolutely none of this. In
Strangelove, Southern had a nov
el with one basic drive, a central
question on which everything else,
every episode, could depend for
direction and significance. In The
Loved One the episodes just ap
pear and walk out and sit on the
audience.
There are great things, though.
John Gielgud one or two times
raises the film to moments of style,
wit, and perspective. Jonathan
Winters’ job on the Blessed Rev
erend has moments approaching
diabolism. Anjanette Comer (who
is rumored to have a twin brother
going to school here), plays her
part like a very lovely necro
philiac, but she still managed to
arouse enough sympathy to give
her suicide scene a lot of emo
tional force.
My evaluation of The Loved
One (playing through Saturday
at the Golden Horn) is that it is
never the satire or parody it thinks
it is. It is bizzare, though, and
clumsy; thus, in a perverse way,
amusing. If you see it you will be
entertained.
New Years Eve the Wilma gave
a preview of their upcoming
Funny Thing Happened On The
Way To The Forum, fresh from
the birthplace of unfunny comedy,
the Hollywood Comedy Writers
and Senile Chickenplucker’s Home.
But the only unfunny thing in this
film is watching a slavetrader
drink a glass of mare sweat (no
body on God’s earth could make
that funny), and the only senile
thing is the character played by
Buster Keaton. The plot is some
freely adapted old Roman comedy,
set in Old Rome of course, and
I’m not going to attempt to say
anything about it. It defies de
scription. But the characters . . .
the characters, headed by Zero
Mostel playing a Roman slave in a
harpy-dominated household, in
clude Keaton as the addled man
next door searching for his chil
dren who were stolen by pirates,
Phil Silvers as a silver-tongued
concubine-trader, and assorted
other people playing variously a
bootlicking slave with a penchant
for erotic pottery, a captain who is
evil and vain and has a “sitdown

orgy for twelve,” a featherheaded
slave girl and the clumsiest adoles
cent that ever got his head stuck in
a cask.
The photographer was a trick
ster, and the film’s shooting and
editing treads the slim line be
tween brilliant and flashy, but it
is never, never dull. And a direc
tor could put Zero Mostel in a

straight-jacket and he’d still roll
audiences in the aisles.
Funny Thing could easily have
been the usual Hollywood Gauche
like Mad Mad Mad Mad Mad
World but it is definitely not. It
will be showing at the Wilma
sometime around March and if
you miss it you deserve to be petri
fied in mare sweat.
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Worden’s Supermarket
Missoula Headquarters for Beverages, Drugs,
Groceries, Snack Items

Open Daily—8 a.m. to Midnight, Including
Sundays and Holidays
434 N. Higgins Avenue

549-9824

SKI CLUB

$2.50 membership on sale in Lodge
1 - 6 p,m.
Don’t Forget UM Ski Weekend Jan. 13, 14, 15
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OVER THE BRIDGE NEAR EAST GATE
Hours 11 a.m. to 11 p.m.

Sunday Special
Hamburgers — 120
With the presentation of this coupon
SUNDAY ONLY

BRASS RAIL
SEMI-ANNUAL STOREWIDE
SAVINGS EVENT
—From Our Men’s Department—
Traditional Stay-Press Cords
From Sizes 28 to 36 . . . In Olive Brown,
Frost

WERE 9.00

57

NOW

5

PLAID WOOL JACKET
Fleece Lined

NOW

97
1

5

Other Jackets Reduced to Clear

Group of Sweaters in All Wool
WERE 13.00 . . NOW 8.97
WERE 1400 . . NOW 9.97
WERE 15.95 . . NOW 10.97
WERE 17.00 . . NOW 11.97
WERE 20.00 . . NOW 13.97

Young Men’s

All Suits and Sportcoats

REDUCED

DRESS SLACKS
•

In Black—Blue—Grey
Sizes 29 to 36

20%

OR MORE
At the Brass Rail

WERE 14.95

now

097

.................y

FROM OUR LADIES DEPARTMENT
OR MORE —
- ALL MERCHANDISE E 3 3 E 2
End of Season PRICE SLASH on ALL STYLES
CAR COATS—were 45.95 & 49.95 . NOW 21.97
• CAR COATS—were 45.9549.95 . NOW 21.97
• PANT SUITS—were 75.00 . . . NOW 34.9
• SWEATERS—were to 21.95 . . NOW 9.97
0 SLACKS—were to 23.95 . . . . NOW 9.97
• SKIRTS—were to 21.95 . . . . NOW 9.97
0 BLOUSES—were 9.95 . . . . . NOW 3.97
0 DRESSES—were to 35.95 . . . NOW 10.97

THE BRASS RAIL
OPEN ’TIL 9:00 P.M. FRIDAY
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Gonzaga Plays Here Tomorrow

lip lopics

Grizzlies Play Idaho Tonight

by ED MURPHY

Welcome Aboard Jack
Welcome back to the University, Jack Swarthout, this time
as athletic director and head football coach.
^
In both capacities, you have a formidable assignment. As a
coach, you must overcome a student attitude of, “If we beat
the Bobcats, we’ll have a successful season, even if we lose all
the rest of our games.” You must also overcome the attitude
that to cheer for the team is for “Joe College.” The student,
today, would rather sit quietly with his bottle of Jim Beam
and watch while the score rolls up against us. He usually
throws the empty bottle at the coach in the fourth quarter.
The people of Missoula have their own peculiar attitudes.
They support the team with signs saying “Go Grizzlies” in
their s£ore windows and they contribute to the advertising in
the programs. But the east side of Dornblaser has hardly been
packed with wildly cheering fans in recent years.
Perhaps this is today’s “adult” way of thinking. It may be
better to quietly sit and look down on those rowdy college kids
on the other side than to get carried away and holler for the
team. I wonder if you can convince the players on the field of
this. You might tell them everyone thinks the overwhelming
silence will allow the team to hear the signals better.
As the athletic director, you will have these same attitudes
to overcome. But, in addition, you will have the problem of
explaining to the students why you give more than one hundred
scholarships for athletics and still lose in football. The fact that
your over-all program is good makes little difference, especially
during football season.
You must explain why we lose such athletes as Mike Lewis
to Duke, Jack Gillespie to MSU and Wayne Estes to Utah State.
Why do we lose out-of-state athletes to Notre Dame and Michi
gan State? How do you tell people that we have about enough
recruiting money in our budget to pay for a hitchhiking trip to
Butte?
Those students who dislike athletes and athletics, you must
try to pacify. Some of these students would like to see the
money from activity tickets that goes to sports channeled else
where.
Those students who would like to see a winner, you must try
to pacify. Some of them would like to see the activity ticket
price increased with the extra money going into sports.
To the athletes, coaches and advocates of minor sports, you
must be faithful. We cannot sacrifice the scholarships and other
costs of these for the sake of football. Although minor sports
are not the moneymakers for the school, the total participation
of students in them warrants their retention and strengthening
From early indications, the alumni will support you. But they
will be watching and waiting. Mistakes are occupational haz
ards in your profession. Losing is another risk.
Coach Swarthout, you must produce a winning team at a
school with a losing philosophy. Oiir last winning season was
1949 with a 5-4 record. This is hardly worth gloating. We look
to you to help us change this philosophy.
Athletic Director Swarthout, you must build an athletic pro
gram with a lack of finances and warring factions. We have a
good program now, but this is not satisfactory. We want the
best.

The key to conquering these two
teams according to Nord is to set
the tempo of the game early and
maintain it throughout. “This
means we will have to play 40
minutes of good basketball with
out being up and down and in
consistent,” Nord said. “Our chore
of setting the pace against both
teams will be tough because of the
difference in their styles. Gonzaga
is a quick team which plays a
racehorse style of ball, while Ida
ho uses slow-down tactics, and at
tempts to take advantage of the
opposition’s mistakes.”
Clark to Play Forward
In an effort to combat these for
midable foes, Nord has moved
Norm Clark from guard back to
his more familiar surroundings at
forward. Clark is 6-2. He will be
joined at forward by 6-4 Greg
Hanson. Hanson has been the
most consistent performer for
Montana with a 14.6 scoring av
erage and 48 rebounds, third best
on the squad. Don Parsons will
start at center, and Denny Biletnikoff and Rick Johnston will man
the guard positions.
Johnston is getting his first
starting assignment. The 6-0 speed
With eight out of twelve letter- meet was on the Friday before merchant, according to Nord, has
men returning from last year’s final week. Many of the times the a habit of picking up the team
turned in were bettered in when he comes in. Biletnikoff
Big Sky championship swimming men
leads the Tips in scoring for the
previous practice meets.
team, coach Fred Stetson is opti
One bright spot in the meet, first nine games with 158 points,
mistic about the coming season.
however, was the record perform a 17.7 average.
Early last December the Tips ance by Jeff Dwyer in the 200 yd.
met Washington State and Idaho, backstroke. Dwyer’s time was
SAUNA OF MISSOULA
falling to the former and defeating 2:13.5. Other winners for the Uni
THIS WEEK
the latter. Coach Stetson attributed versity were Tim Powers, 50 yd.
the 73-31 loss to Washington to free-style and Willard Anderson,
several factors. The boys had to 200 yd. free-style.
The Tips will meet Idaho and
ride seven hours and then had only
fifteen minutes to warm up before Gonzaga here Jan. 14 at 2 p. m. in
Complete Gym
competing, Stetson said. Also, the the University pool.
By JOHN DeWILDT
Kaimin Sports Reporter
The University of Montana
Grizzlies have played nine basket
ball games to date, but none are
as important as the ones they
will encounter this weekend as
they open play in conquest of the
Big Sky Conference title.
Tonight the Ron Nord-coached
Grizzlies entertain the surprising
Idaho Vandals, and tomorrow
night Montana hosts highly-touted
Gonzaga. Both contests begin at
8:05 in Adams Field House.
UM, now 5-4 on the season, will
enter the weekend without the
sebvices of 6-4 jumping-jack Sid
Hudson. The Fort Pierce, Fla., jun
ior suffered a knee injury in prac
tice News Years Day and will
be sidelined for at least another
week.
Vandals Win Five
Idaho has won its last four
games to boost its season record
to 5-4, identical with the Grizzlies.
A ball-control minded team,- the
Vandals upset Washington State

Tip Swimmers Show Promise

$100 SAUNA

|
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WELCOME BACK STUDENTS

4-5 p.m. Friday

PIZZA — 750

Rental Prices
All Day

Special to
Students
Taking Pre-Skiing

Fisher Metal
Skis - Boots
Poles

$20.00

Metal Skis, Boots
Poles—:$5.50
Wood Skis, Boots,
Poles—$3.50
Metal Skis—$4.00
Wood Skis—$2.00
Boots—$1.25
Poles—75c
% Day Rates
Start at 12:30 p.m.

Ski Package
Special
Blitz Skis
Letrappeur Boots
Lift Bindings
PK Poles

$59.95
You Can Charge It!

Mid-week Special - Monday to Friday

4-5 p.m. Friday
Choice of 10-inch Beef, Sausage,
Pepperoni, Mushroom or Cheese
Pizza.

After the Idaho
and Gonzaga Games
Meet your
friends at the

Complete Rental Outfit — $4.00
The shop features a complete line of
skiing equipment and clothing

EDELWEISS SKI SHOP
Missoula Snow Bowl Ski Area
Phone 549-8401
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NOW IS THE TIME TO GO SKIING! I

For Your 7 Lessons

T.G.I.F. PARTY
50 HEIDEL HOUR

two weeks ago 49-47 at home. They
have been idle since.
The Vandals are led by 6-7
Dave Schlotthauer and 6-3 Bob
Pipkin. Schlotthauer leads the
scoring attack with a 17.4 average
and the rebounding with a 12.7
average. Pipkin averages 14.4 per
game.
Gonzaga invades Missoula sport
ing an impressive 10-1 record.
Their lone defeat came when they
dropped a 72-70 verdict to Wash
ington State. In the Bulldog’s lat
est outing, they ousted Portland
79-67 on' Jan. 2. The game was
played in Portland.
Zags Rebound Well
The Zags, averaging just 6-1 per
man have averaged 55.6 rebounds
per game, while their opponents
have averaged just 41 a game.
Still, Bulldog coach, Hank Ander
son, credits the defense in his
team’s success to date. Gonzaga
has been outscoring their op
ponents per game -by a 82.5 to 68.9
margin. These statistics do not in
clude the Portland game.

Olympic Hopefuls to Compete at Luge Run
By ELLEN BROADUS
“Attention!” . . . . “Get ready!”
. . . . “Go!” . . . . With a flash of
wood and steel on glare ice, the
luge heads toward a treacherous
sequence of hairpins and S curves.
The rider is training for the of
ficial Olympic tryouts to be held
at the Stan Benham Lolo Luge
Run on Jan. 21-22. This will mark
the first time Olympic trials have
-been held on American ice.
Lugers will compete for places
on the U.S. Olympic team on the
only luge course in North America.
The 2,680-foot course is located at
Lolo Hot Springs, 35 miles south
west of Missoula.
Sixteen members will be se
lected to represent the U.S. in the
newest and least-known Olympic
event at the 1968 Winter Games
In Grenoble, France.
The three luge events to be
staged are the men’s singles and
doubles, and the women’s singles.
Each rider will make three runs
down the course, and the luger
with the best combined time will
be the winner.
Local Teams Enter
Two teams from the University
of Montana, one from Missoula,
and one from Lolo are among the
local teams to enter the Olympic
trial competition. Capt. Bruce Med
ley, UM instructor of aerospace
studies and coach of the Air Force
ROTC luge team, believes that
luging offers a tremendous oppor
tunity for the University to par
ticipate in the Olympic games. He
expects the U.S. Olympic team to
consist largely of UM people.
The 1964 Winter Olympic goldmedal winners in luge-competi
tion, Helen Thumer and Hans
Plenk, will be present for the try
outs. Miss Thumer, of Austria,
and Plenk of West Germany will
be testing the run along with
Italian luge champion, Siegfried
Maier; the Norwegian champion,
Christian Strom, and the president
of Federation of International
Luge, Birt Isatitsch of Austria.
Wide World of Sports will tele
vise the tryouts, as well as the

North American Championship
Luge Race on Jan. 13-15, and the
World Snowmobile Race Jan. 7-8,
both to be on the Lolo Luge Run.
Although the luge is the young
est member of the Olympic family,
it is an old sport. It is believed to
have begun in the forests of the
Tyrol, Bavaria and Bohemia in
Central Europe as a means of test
ing the bravery of woodcutters.
These early-time lugers used as
their luge course the pathways left
in the deep snow by sleds loaded
with heavy trees.
As a modern racing sport how
ever, luging was developed in the
19th century when British tourists
started racing sleds on Alpine
mountain roads. The first recorded
luge race was in 1823 in the moun
tains of northern Czechoslovakia.
World Title Lagged
It was more than 100 years later
that the first world championship
was held. In 1964, luging was in
cluded in the Olympic program for
the first time.
Tuck Spring and Steel Cox of
Missoula was the first company in
SEW-SEW FABRIC
The most expensive fabric ob
tainable is gold guipure lace which
retails in London for $151.20 per
yard in a width of only 18 inches.

North America to manufacture the
luge. The 4-foot wooden plank
set on two iron runners, must not
weigh more than 44 pounds or
have runners more than 1% feet
apart. A good luge can be pur
chased for $80.
Unlike the modem luge, the first
sleds were stiff and the rider
steered them by touching the
ground with his hands, which were
protected by gloves with little iron
points.
In the 1930’s a flexible sled was
invented. Now the steering is done
completely by the body with no
mechanical aids. Recently a plastic
luge was built with the idea that
it may be more resilient and flexi
ble than the traditional wooden
one.
The luger rides the sled in a
position halfway between lying
flat on his back and sitting up.
He uses a combination of hands,
feet and weight movements to
steer it. Unlike the bobsled, which
has four runners and a steering
wheel, the luge is directed with
slight pressures exerted on the
runners and has a leather strap
which the rider holds on to. Brak
ing is done with iron grates at
tached to the boots.
Lugers are required to wear
crash helmets and aluminum caps

g

at Lake Placid, N. Y., this Janu
ary.
The future for luge racing in
the U.S. looks good. According to
Benham, luging will be one of the
most popular of all winter sports
within a few years. It should even
surpass skiing in popularity, he
said.
The Lolo Hot Springs resort area
is being built up with a central
lodge under way at this time.
Eventually a ski jump and several
A-frame chalets will be added.
Montana leads all other states
in the construction of luge run
w?th Miles City as the site of the
next course. Other luge runs will
be located at Denver, Colorado
Springs and Lake Placid.
The prediction is slick for recre
ational sports fans as not all lug
ing requires an official luge course.
They will find deserted logging
roads ideal.

Get Your Nuweave

Thermal Socks
$1.49 & $1.98
at

Lloyd’s Shoe
Repair
521 S. Higgins

The Lamplighter
Home of the Grizzly Burger
— OPEN SUNDAYS
802 S. Higgins

• Open Bowling All
Weekend
• Billiard Room
• Restaurant

SHOP STOREWIDE

CLEARANCES
AND SALES

Liberty Lanes
Highway 10 W. and Russell St.

YVVvvTTTTTVTVTTVVVTVTTVTTTTTTrTVTTTY

on their elbows and knees. Some
wear special shoes (indoor track
shoes are preferred) as well as
padded gloves and shoulder pads.
Courses Are Steep
Competitive luge runs are simi
lar to bobsled runs, but are steep
er and shorter and the corners are
narrower, and the heavy competi
tor has hardly any advantage.
Luges can travel almost 90 miles
an hour down the chute-like
course. The starting line is gener
ally on a sharp decline, so to be
gin, the competitor need only
climb aboard and push off.
To meet competitive standards,
the luge course should consist of
one left turn, one right turn, a
hairpin, an S curve, a labyrinth
and a lickity-split straightaway.
The Lolo Luge Run was con
structed in 1965. The course was
built by Lolo_ Hot Springs Cor
poration under the supervision of
Stanley D. Benham, who will coach
the 1968 U.S. Olympic luge team
which will train here.
Coacb Has Experience
Benham, of 146 Cohosset Drive,
Missoula, came to Missoula in
1966 to direct winter sports and
recreation in this area. He was a
three-time world champion bobsledder and won an Olympic title
on the bobsled. He held the world
speed record on the bobsled from
1947 until his son broke it in 1961.
Benham has won every major bob
sleding race in the world and will
compete in the professional world
championship bobsledding races

THE ARMY BIATHALON TEAM is welcomed at the Missoula air
port by the UM Army ROTC K-Dettes. The team will leave Mon
day for McCall, Ida., to train for the U.S. National Biathalon Cham
pionships in Minnesota. This meet is a warmup for the World
Championships and the 1968 Olympics. The biathalon is a com
bination of cross country skiing and marksmanship. The team
members, from the top, are Capt. William Spencer, Sp. 4 Melvin
Matis and Sgt. Allan Small. K-Dettes from the left are Sue Higham,
Kathy Harstad, Stevie Lahti, Sandy Holmberg and Sheila O’Con
ner.

MISS UM DANCE
Saturday Night—9-12
Cascade Room of Lodge
Semi-formal
Tickets on Sale at Door

• FASHION COATS •
• FASHION DRESSES •
• FASHION SUITS •
• SPORTSWEAR SEPARATES •
• MEN’S TOPCOATS •
• MEN’S SUITS •
• MEN’S SWEATERS •
• MEN’S SPORTCOATS •
• MEN’S WOOL SLACKS •
• MEN’S FOOTWEAR •
• CASUAL FOOTWEAR •
• FASHION FOOTWEAR •
• HOME DOMESTICS •
• HOME FURNISHINGS •
• HOME DRAPERY FABRICS •
• HOME APPLIANCES •
• MELAMINE DINNERWARE •
Only a few of the exceptional guaranteed sav
ings you’ll find throughout the store during
our January Clearances and Sales. Shop now
and save!

CHARGE YOUR CHOICE
AT SAVINGS OF . . .

V2 to Vs off

Sponsored by AWS and ASUM Program Council
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Placement Center Offers Vital Service to U Students
By BOYD VANDER HOUWEN
The University of Montana
Placement Center is ready to help
students obtain the best possible
job after graduation.
Located in an attractive office
in Suite 133 of the Liberal Arts
Building, the Placement Center
provides a number of services to
graduates and alumni, in Montana
and throughout the nation.
According to Charles E. Hood,
director of placement, the main
purpose of the center is to help
students get jobs that are in line
with their training.
Two Divisions Involved
The center operates in two divi
sions, teaching and industrial. The
teaching division' compiles creden
tials for the students and provides
information about teachers and
administrators available on the
elementary, high school and col
lege level. This information is sent
to school superintendents in Mon
tana and throughout the nation.
The center also arranges the ap
pointments of school superintend
ents to visit the University to in
terview prospective teachers.
The industrial division arranges
for the visits to campus of recruit
ers from many different compa
nies and industries. They also
schedule appointments for the stu
dents with these recruiters.
Credentials Kept Updated
For a $5.00 registration fee, a
student can have a complete set
of credentials prepared. This in
cludes a transcript of college
grades, college activities, work ex
perience and personal references.
This information is given to any
employer who requests it. The cre
dentials are kept up to date after
the graduate leaves school. Em
ployers often write to the center
asking for people with special
qualifications. The center goes
through its files and compiles a
list of alumni who are the best
qualified for the job, and sends
their files to the company request
ing it. Thus the center helps stu
dents to get jobs and helps alumni
get better ones.

Besides the director, the staff of
the center includes Assistant Di
rector Mrs. Charlotte Risk, one
full time secretary and four stu
dent assistants. The Schools of
Law, Journalism and Pharmacy
handle their own graduate place
ment. The rest of the University
graduate placement is done through
the Placement Center.
Free Form Available
If the student doesn’t" want to
pay the $5.00 registration fee, he is
encouraged to fill out a free college
interview form. This gives general
information about the student’s
work experience and personal
background. It is given to em
ployers when they visit the cam
pus.
Mr. Hood stated the center’s
biggest problem is getting employ
ers in Montana to use its services.
In the industrial division, only 10
per cent of the graduates placed
,by the center were hired by Mon
tana firms last year and more than
50 per cent of the teachers hired
took jobs in other states. Accord
ing to Mr. Hood, employment op
portunities in Montana are limited,
but “the industries that we do have
are not taking advantage of the
opportunities available to them.”
Short Film Produced
In hopes of improving this situ
ation, he has produced a short
film explaining the function of the
center, which he will use during
a speaking tour of the state next
spring. On the tour he will discuss
the center with employers, Cham
bers of Commerce and civic groups.
The use of the Placement Center
is increasing every’year. Over 500
students used its facilities last year,
21 per cent more than ever before.
There was also a 54 per cent in
crease in the number of graduates
placed.
According to Mr. Hood, graduate
placement is becoming a more
technical and modem field every
day. A new computerized system
which is used to match employee
skills with job openings is already
becoming widely used in some
areas. He expects programs such

as this will greatly change college
recruiting in the next few years.
Although nationally, the 1967
college graduating class will be
the largest in history, Mr. Hood
feels the opportunities for the
graduates will be excellent. He encourged all graduating seniors to
sign up with the center. In the last
two years many of the male grad-

uates have not bothered to actively
seek employment because of the
military obligation hanging over
their heads.
“Many companies will hire grad
uating seniors regardless of their
draft status, Mr. Hood said, “The
experience they receive, even if
they only work for a short time
can be very valuable to them.”

He also said it is much easier for
a senior to set up a file of creden
tials, with written recommenda
tions from faculty members, while
he is still on campus.
“The University of Montana has
much better placement facilities
than many schools.” We would like
to see all of the graduates take
advantage of them, Mr. Hood con
cluded.

Composer Dedicates Score
To. U Associated Students
A composer and pianist from
Argentina has written a score for
the UM band and dedicated it “to
the Associated Students of the Uni
versity of Montana,” according to
David Whitewell, director of
bands.
Roberto Caamano’s work, Tri
partita, Op. 28, will be first per
formed in February during the

“Caamano heard recordings of
the University band this past sum
mer and became very excited
about composing a work for it,”
Mr. Whitewell said.
Mr. Caamano is from Buenos
Aires. He began his piano career
in 1944 performing extensively in
Argentina, the United States and
other Latin American countries.
In 1958 he received the award
from the Music Critics Association
of Argentina as the best instru
mentalist of the year.
He has taught advanced piano
courses, harmony, musical forms,
history of Gregorian chant and
orchestration in American univer
sities as well as in Latin Ameri
can schools.
In 1952 he won a contest spon
sored by the Rockefeller and Ford
Foundations and was given a fel
lowship to represent Argentina at
the International Arts Program in
New York. He was invited in
1958 to perform his own Piano
Concerto at the opening of the
First Inter-American Music Fes
tival in Washington D. C.
Mr. Caamano’s orchestral works
have been performed in Argen
tina, the United States, Germany,
Spain, Holland, Sweden, Italy and
several other countries.
ROBERTO CAAMANO
Among his commissions are two
band’s tour of Illinois, Indiana, major United States works, the
Ohio, Pennsylvania, New York, Magnificat, written for the Louis
Michigan and parts of Canada. ville Orchestra, and the Quintet,
After the tour, it will be presented Op. 25, written for the Elizabeth
Sprague College.
on the campus.

DATSUN
Drive a Datsun—then decide!
O fro*prepare*8y

3PA3M0CK»ADVBHTZ8QVQiSKC^
LOS ANGELES, NEW YORK.

• Complete Service of all
Foreign Cars
• Body Shop
• Front End

Schubach Motors
93 Strip

NANCY ANN FLEMING
MISS AMERICA 1961
MISTRESS OF CEREMONIES

MISS UM PAGEANT
Sunday, January 8, 8:15 p.m. — University Theater
Reserved Seats Only
On Sale at Lodge Desk and at the Door
Tickets: $2.50, $2.25, $2.00—$1.00 reduction for UM students
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Newest Sorority Plans Different Quarters
By MERILEE FENGER
Alpha Omicron Pi is the only
sorority on the University of Mon
tana campus without a house.
The sorority members have been
living in a dormitory, Knowles
Hall, since the chapter formed in
1964. But, according to President
Charlene Goldhahn, they are con
ferring with Cushing and Terrill,
architects from Billings, about
plans for a house.
Alpha Omicron Pi has not had a
house for two reasons. First, the
girls considered renting or buying
and remodeling a house, but this
would have been expensive and
would also lessen chances for a
new house. Second, the national
organization, which will pay for
the building, must be assured that
the chapter is strong enough to
continue and to repay a loan.
On the basis of the strength of
their sorority, Miss Goldhahn ex
pressed certainty the national or
ganization will lend them the
money for the house. From seven

members in the fall of 1964, the
membership has increased to 46
this year. The president said the
group is so sure of the loan it pur
chased a vacant lot on Daly Ave
nue behind the Kappa Alpha
Theta house in the summer of
*1965 for their building.
Miss Goldhahn said to pay off
the loan, two mortgages, one by
the UM chapter, will be taken on
the building. In addition, each girl
must pay $100 to the building fee
over a two-year period. Other so
rorities require these house bonds,
too; but they are used for the
maintenance of the houses instead
of payments on a new house.
Although starting and finishing
dates have not been proposed, the
girls know their house with the
winding staircase will be com
pleted within the next year. Na
tional Alpha Omicron Pi has a
waiting list, and the house at UM
is the next complete one to be built.
However, other chapters making
additions or remodeling possibly

precede this one on that list and
will have priority. When and if
the other chapters are taken care
of, construction of the house at
Missoula can begin..
The architects, who have had ex
perience building sorority houses,
planned the necessary and general
features such as a large dining
room and a Sibera or sleeping
area; but they let the girls decide
on some of the details themselves.
Besides the winding staircase, they
chose to have a fireplace in the
living room, rooms for four
equipped with desks, beds, and
closets in addition to Siberia, their
own dressing rooms and private
shower stalls. The chapter room,
where the members hold their
meetings, can be converted into a
recreation room or a study room.
Since the girls disagreed about
the style of the outside of the
house, the architects are going to
try to please them all with a design
in wood and brick.

Because the six sororities on
campus could not handle the large
number of girls going through
rush, the university administration
invited the Alpha Omicron Pi to
start a chapter here. Several
alumnae, including the present
adviser, Mrs. Richard Faust, met
in the summer of 1964 and sent
letters to eligible UM girls. That
fall seven of those girls pledged
before rush and selected eleven
new pledges with the help of the
alumnae and the national officers,
who were present during Rush
Week.
Living in the dormitory has been
inconvenient for rush. In 1964,
the women used the study lounge
in the first west wing of Knowles
Hall. In 1965, it used the home of a
Kappa Alpha Theta alumna. In
1966, it had rush parties in the
basement of the Newman Center.
With the house, Miss Goldhahn
said the sorority will attract more
girls and will be able to accommo

date the quota of 67 pledges, the
standard for all the sororities on
campus.
Living in the dormitory has been
inconvenient in other ways, too.
The members must hold their
weekly meetings in the study
lounge in the fourth west wing of
Knowles Hall, which is the section
they occupy in the residence hall.

More Profits Given as Reason for Block Buying
By LANIE LUNDGREN
Program Council has been at
tacked by University of Montana
students and Missoula townspeople
alike ever since its conception
winter quarter 1965.
Perhaps the most frequent com
plaint last quarter was block buy
ing. After the Dave Brubeck con
cert, students found another sore
spot and jumped in to criticize
Program Council for not booking
the quartet for two performances.
Later, there were complaints
about the poor acoustical equip
ment in the Field House after Chad
and Jeremy described the newlypurchased sound shell as “less than
adequate.”
At mid-quarter Harry Belafonte
appeared at Montana State Uni
versity in Bozeman and UM stu
dents began demanding more bigname entertainment. Latest up
roar was over Program Council's

refusal to assist any organization
on campus by co-sponsoring mon
eymaking events.
In past years at UM there has
been no centralized entertainmentprocuring body. Several groups
made haphazard attempts to bring
in big-name entertainment which
resulted' in overlapping authority
and senseless competition when
one unified committee could have
been more progressive.
Program Council was started
winter quarter of 1965, dissolving
into itself two Associated Students’
committees, the Visiting Lecturers
Committee and the Special Events
Committee, and also the Student
Union Program Council, which
worked independently of ASUM
government. This move cut the
Public Exercises Committee, which
existed mainly to bring in smallername speakers who were paid only
for their traveling expenses.

Giant Pre-Inventory
CLEARANCE SALE
Up to 50% Off on

Thus two conflicting programs
under ASUM and Student Union
were coordinated. Central Board
appointed a chairman upon recom
mendation of the head of the for
mer Special Events Committee and
the committee members them
selves. Ray F. Chapman, Director
of Student Union, was named ad
viser and a committee of 25 stu
dents was approved.
Lee Tickell, a senior from Great
Falls, is now Program Council
chairman and works under Mr.
Chapman, who takes charge of cor
respondence with entertainment
agencies. The committee carries
out the operating mechanics, such
as publicity and ticket sales.
Money is appropriated from
Central Board’s Budget and Fi
nance Committee and from the $14
students pay each quarter in
ASUM fees. Contrary to student
opinion, Program Council makes
no allowance for profit. Perform
ers are assured their contract sala
ries through appropriated funds
and ticket sales, which are based
on the hope of a full house.
A $2,400 subsidiary provides for
losses sustained each year. Since
THAT’S LOTS OF ICE
The greatest recorded theft of
jewels1occurred on Feb. 11, 1962,when jewels valued at $1,750,000
were removed during a holdup at
Pompano Beach, Fla.

the council’s purpose is to provide
quality entertainment for the Uni
versity at reduced rates, co-spon
soring events with campus organi
zations would be like giving them
$400 or $500 of students’ money
that should be going towards re
ducing rates.
These reduced rates are made
possible in part because of block
buying, which is the reason Pro
gram Council encourages it.. Pur
chasing tickets in blocks means
more tickets are sold to each living
group, bringing more money into
Program Council’s operating fund.

A Wedding?
Our wedding
assistant
wants to
help you!

ilfttt ftwrle
1
543-8386

In the Florence
Hotel Building

Across from the Lamplighter

• Jackets
• Selected Purses
• Costume Jewelry
• Robes & Housecoats
• Lingerie
• Sweaters
% Capris
% Knit Suits
• Dresses
% Tops & Blouses
Cecil*s Gift Shop is also selling holiday merchan
dise (Tree Lights, Centerpieces— and many
others) at */2 Price!
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CONCERNING U

FRESHMAN COED CAROL ASH has found the way to combine
snack time with reading time as she catches up on the new Au
tumn 1966 issue of the campus literary magazine Garret published
by ASUM. Free copies of the Garret are being distributed in the
Lodge and in LA 144 to University students. (Photo by Phil Gibbs)

Foy Satisfied With New Garret
Dave Foy, editor of the creative
arts magazine Garret, said he is
more satisfied with this edition
than any of the three previous is
sues.
He said a budget cut eliminated
the inclusion of color in this issue

MAKE
YOUR
BANK
YOUR

and said color would cost $300
above the present budget.
“The purpose of the Garret is to
stimulate creativity by printing
work done by UM students, and
also to acquaint new students
with the writing, drawing, pho
tography and sculpture of students
who are involved in the creative
arts,” Foy said.
Garret is primarily, but not ex
clusively, designed for undergrad
uates. A student who wants to
contribute work must do so in the
first six weeks of the quarter or it
will be held over until the next
quarter’s edition, Foy said.
Garret distribution began yes
terday and will continue next
week in the Lodge.

• “Scott’s Last Journey,” an
hour-long film on Scott’s expedi
tion to Antarctica in 1910, will be
shown Monday at 8 p.m. in LA 11.
There is no admission charge.
• The meeting room for Friday
skiing classes has been changed
from NS 307 to J 304.
• Ski club memberships are on
sale in the Lodge for $2.50. Ski
weekend tickets are selling for
$20, which includes room, board
and lift tickets.
• A musical mass program in
the folk idiom will be conducted
at Christ the King Church at 11
a.m. Sunday.
• Veterans interested in playing
on the veterans intramural basket
ball team are to meet in the men’s
gym at 1 p.m. Sunday.
• There will be a Wisconsin
Synod Lutheran Church service
Sunday at 7:30 p.m., 2108 River
Road.
• There will be a program on
“The Revolutionary Imperative in
the Catholic Church” at the Wes
ley House, 1527 Arthur Ave. at 5

p.m. Sunday. Speakers will be the
Rev. Samuel Beausoleil and Sister
Gregoria, both of Christ the King
Church.
• Luge club will meet Tuesday
in Territorial Rm. 5 at 7:30 p.m..
• Applications for fine arts
commissioner and finance com
missioner are available at the
Lodge desk. They are due next
Wednesday by 5 p.m.
• A grant of $16,475 has been
given to UM Foundation by the
Atomic Energy Commission. Mey
er Chessin and A. K. Muherjee of
the botany department will use
the grant to finance a rsearch proj
ect on the ability of visible light
to counteract the damaging action
of ultraviolet rays as they effect
plants.
• Army ROTC drill will begin
Jan. 9 at the Field House. ROTC
students should continue to go to
the same drill they attended last
quarter, Monday and Tuesday at
4 p.m. and Wednesday at 7 a.m.
• Deadline for winter sorority
rush registration is noon Friday.

KUFM SCHEDULE
Monday
6:00 p.m.—Dinner Hour Music
7:00—News at Seven
7:15—German Press Review
7:30—Georgetown Forum
8:00—Monday Concert
8:55—News
9:00—French Music and French
Musicians
9:30—KUFM Special
10:00—Potpourri
10:30—Grizzly Sports Roundup
10:40—News Final
Tuesday
6:00 p.m.—Dinner Hour Music
7:00—News at Seven
7:15—London Echo
7:30—Special of the Week
8:00—Tuesday Opera
8:55—News
9:00—New Music Workshop
10:30—University Reporter
10:45—News Final
Wednesday
6:00 p.m.—Dinner Hour Music
7:00—News at Seven
7:15—Over the Back Fence
7:30—Footlights and Fancy

8:00—Broadway Tonight
8:55—News
9:00—Haydn Piano Sonatas
10:00—University Concert Hall
10:30—KUFM Special Report
10:35—News Final
Thursday
6:00 p.m.—Dinner Hour Music
7:00—News at Seven
7:15—BBC World Report
7:30—About Science
8:00—Shakespeare Festival
9:25—News
9:30—KUFM Special
10:30—Special Report
10:35—News Final
Friday
6:00 p.m.—Dinner Hour Music
7:00—News at Seven
7:15—European Review
7:30—March of Medicine
8:00—Jazz
8:55—News
9:00—France Applauds
9:30—Negro Music in America
9:45—Star-Time in Paris
10:00—Potpourri
10:30—Special Report
10:35—News Final

6. TYPING
TYPING. FAST. ACCURATE. 549-5236.
__________________________ 11-tfc

17. CLOTHING
...in paying your bills
Stop beating your head against
the wall and look at the view
—in the foreground a freshstart loan and an efficient
checking account
Beyond that—loans for your
other astute moves..a private
boom in savings, .serenity and
no slip-ups with a low-cost
ThriftiCheck® Personal
Checking Account..all our
other services..
.. and a lifetime of neighborly
banking.

Southside
National Bank
1st on the South Side
Just a few blocks from campus
Brooks at Bancroft
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EXCELLENT alterations. 3 blocks from
campus. CaU 549-0810._________ 10-tfc
WILL DO ALTERATIONS. Years of
experience. Specialize University wom
en’s and men’s clothing. Call 543-8184.
__________________________ 39-tfc

18. MISCELLANEOUS
LISTEN TO KGMY between 6 to 12
nightly for Ski Scoop by Spur Service.________________________ 26-tfc

21. FOR SALE

Final Drop-Adds
Due January 18
The last day for dropping and
adding courses for winter quarter
will be Jan. 18, according to UM
Registrar Leo Smith.
Mr. Smith said students who
withdraw from school during the
first four weeks can expect partial
refund of fees. He urged students
to read their catalogs to learn the
refund schedule.
Concerning drop-add policies,
Mr. Smith said, “There were far
too many petitions for dropping
courses after the deadline fall
quarter.”
He said the policy on petitions
might be stricter during winter
quarter.
Mr. Smith said he might check
with faculty members to see if
they want the drop-add deadline
extended each quarter.
WOULD YOU BELIEVE 149?
The most prolific known mur
derer in crime history was Her
man Mudgett who murdered al
most 150 people.

Complete
Drive-In Menu

ADS

Deadlines: Noon the day preceding
pubUcaUon
Each line (5 words average)
first insertion________ _______ 20#
Each consecutive insertion_______10#
If errors are made in advertisement,
immediate notice must be given the
publishers since we are responsible for
only one incorrect insertion.
(No change in copy in consecutive
insertions)
PHONE 243-4932

• Aliens in the United States
-must register their addresses to
the government during the month
of January.
Parents or guardians of aliens
are required to submit reports for
children under 14.
All alien students must file
their addresses by Jan. 31. Cards
may be picked up at the local post
office or the Foreign Student’s Of
fice, Main Hall 201.

Missoula’s Most

HOW’S THAT DURWARD?
Television’s highest paid per
former has been Garry Moore who
was earning $43,000 a week in
1963, equivalent to $2,236,000 per
year.

CLASSI FI ED

Registration fee is $3.00 and regis
tration cards may be picked up at
the Dean of Women’s office. Tues
day afternoon, Jan. 10 rushees will
meet in Brantly lounge at 3:45
p.m. and rush parties will begin
at 4:30 the same afternoon.

AT

HENRY’S
AT THE HOLIDAY VILLAGE

Tacos . . . . 30$ — Onion Rings 30$
Sloppy Joe’s . 25$ — Burrittas . . 30$
75$
Steak Sandwich.............. ..
(with Toast, Fries, Lettuce, and Tomato)

Delicious Ham Sandwich . . . . . 40$
(with Mayo and Lettuce)

TWO vw snow tires. Call 549-6995
after 5 pjn._________________ 38-5c
48-IN. MATTRESS for rollaway bed or
station wagon. Stereo albums. Playpen
and pad. 549-7923.___________ 39-2c
LUGE. ExceUent buy. Phone 9-3823.
______________ •____________ 39-6c
NEW GUITARS and accessories. Used
TVs. $20 and up. AU makes radios,
TVs, stereos, tape recorders repaired.
See Koskl TV. 541 South Higgins. 5422139.________ _______ ._______ 39-2c
A STEALI 1957 Oldsmobile. Good condition. $250. 543-5500.__________ 40-3c
12 GAUGE SHOTGUN. In excellent
condition. Single shot. $32. Call Jeff
Dwyer. Miller HaU. 243-2045.
40-lc

Turkey Sandwich . . . . . . . . 40$

22. FOR RENT

Chicken Dinner

ROOMS FOR RENT. Shared cooking.
2 blocks from campus. $35. 341 UnlverSlty. 543-7837,________________ 39-4c
TWO-BEDROOM furnished house. Also
single room. 549-8797.__________ 39-2c
SINGLE OR DOUBLE sleeping rooms.
Ice box and'linen furnished. Shower,
private entrance. 542-2406 after 5. 39-6c
GIRL WANTED to share expenses on
apartment. Five blocks from U of M.
Rent reasonable. Call 549-7213 after
5:30.
39-4C
FrL, Jan. 6, 1967

(with Mayo and Lettuce)

Shrimp Burger . . . . . . . . . 40$
(with Tartar Sauce, Lettuce)

Tuna Sandwich................. .. . 35$
(with Mayo, Lettuce and Toast)
(with Toast and Fries)

We buy ONLY the BEST —
You get the BEST at Henry’s!

89$
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UM Curriculum Constantly Changing
By KATHIE HARSTAD
Curriculum changes at the Uni
versity of Montana are the respon
sibility of the Faculty Senate.
UM can add or drop a sequence
of courses only with the approval
of the Senate. Decisions regarding
the method individual courses are
taught are made by the particular
departments. All changes are based
on the University responsibility to
provide a program acceptable to
the profession.
Graduates of UM must have re
ceived an education comparable to
that received at any other institu
tion offering the same degree.
To add a sequence of courses,
the department faculty studies
its strengths, a n d weaknesses
and determines the need for
change. The faculty then submits
a proposal for a new curriculum
to the standing Curriculum Com
mittee of the Faculty Senate. The
group is appointed by the Presi
dent on the recommendation of the
Budget and Policies Committee of
the Faculty Senate.
According to Laurence E. Gale,
academic vice president, the Cur
riculum Committee decides if there
is staff to provide the new course
of study and if the University is
responsible to students to add the
sequence. After determining the
need for the curriculum and that
the University has the faculty and
equipment to offer the sequence,

the Curriculum Committee pre
sents its proposal to the Faculty
Senate for a vote.
To remove a course of study
from the University curricula, Mr.
Gale said, the process is basically
the same.
In eliminating a sequence, the
administration would make the
original study to determine need
for change, instead of the depart
mental faculty. If the administra
tion decides the need for a partic
ular department or school no
longer exists at UM and that an
other unit of the Montana Univer
sity System is better equipped to
offer the courses and has many
more students enrolled in that ma
jor, it would try to eliminate the
sequence.
Mineral Tech Would Go
If the University offered a major
in mineral technology and few stu
dents enrolled in the program, an
attempt would be made to drop
the curriculum and emphasize that
program at another unit.
T he administration proposal
would be submitted to the Cur
riculum Committee of the Faculty
Senate for recommendation to the
Senate and an eventual vote. If
approved, the University could
either arrange for the students in
that major to be transferred with
out credit loss to the institution
emphasizing that program imme
diately or “phase out” the program,
according to Mr. Gale.

A “phasing-out” program in
volves the University’s refusal to
accept any freshmen in that course
of study the first year of the de
emphasis, no sophomore transfers
in that curriculum the second year,
retain only the juniors and seniors
who started in that major when
the program was offered complete
ly until graduation, then drop the
sequence entirely.
Processes Combined
The third choice is a combina
tion of both processes. UM could
keep freshmen and sophomores for
two years in the “phasing-out” be
fore dropping the curriculum and
transfer the upper division stu
dents to an institution emphasizing
the sequence.
To add or eliminate an indi
vidual course within an active de
partment or school, the process is
the same. It is done by vote of the
Faculty Senate on the recommen
dation of the departmental faculty.
Mr. Gale said general course
make-up is decided by the depart
ment faculty. The department is
responsible to hold to a four-year
program sufficient to provide an
adequate program a degree in the
field. The degree conferred is a
title given encompassing the four
years of three quarters each ex
posing the student to all phases of
the study.
A specific number of courses
with lectures and laboratory pe

riods is required to give the stu
dent an education that equals that
received at any institution in the
country offering a degree in that
major.
Most institutions, Mr. Gale said,
offer the same proportion of hours
each type of class to give students
a basic knowledge of the field.
The faculty Curriculum Com
mittee deals with changes in
courses and curricula but its major
responsibility is not to meddle in
or dictate the course requirements.
It handles basic requirements con
cerning the total institution, Mr.
Gale said.
A student counterpart of the
Curriculum Committee of the Fac
ulty Senate is the Curriculum
Commission, headed by Dick
Holmquist and formed under
ASUM’s commissioner system last
spring.
Honors Program Studied
The Curriculum Commission is
a new and small organization. Its
purpose now is to gather informa
tion regarding UM’s curriculum. It
is currently studying the possibili
ties of an honors program for UM
undergraduates and a visiting lec
turer program.
According to Mr. Gale, a faculty
group drew up a general honors
program some time ago.
The honors program, as Holm
quist defined it, is an advanced
enrichment program. S t u d e n t s
working for a major in a particular

field would be placed in special
sections of courses in that major.
These sections would be concen
trated studies of the material cov
ered in the course for non-majors
with the addition of extra material
to supplement the study in an ad
vanced program.
The honors program proposal
has been submitted to the state
legislature to vote for appropria
tions. Mr. Gale said such a program
may be possible in the next bien
nium if the appropriation is ap
proved.
Expert Would Be Hired
The visiting lecturer program
Mr. Gale termed “exciting." Both
the student and faculty curriculum
groups have expressed an interest
in the series.
A visiting professor would be
contracted for one year and paid
with ASUM funds to conduct
classes in a field in which there
is current interest and in which
the University has no real expert.
In hiring such a professor, the
first problem would be determin
ing the field in which there was
interest.
The visiting lecturer would sug
gest courses in the department and
teach them for a year.
Since he would be paid entirely
with student funds, Holmquist said
students would have some chance
to select the field in which they
thought a visiting professor would
be most useful.

Campus Hall
AT THE CHIMNEY CORNER

Back to School SALE!
All Shirts
20% OFF
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Financial Troubles Close in on University Marksmen
By HELEN AHLGREN
The figure sat motionless behind
the firing line, tightly clutching a
large rifle. He seemed totally un
aware of the others around him,
who were similarly occupied, as he
peered in apparent deep concentra
tion through the sights on his
rifle.
At last, after several minutes his
finger slowly met the trigger, and
a bullet loudly cracked off the
metal backstop 50 feet away.
The figure is a member of the
University of Montana rifle team,
one of the several “minor" ath
letic teams on campus whose lives
are running out because of finan
cial problems.
Last spring, the Associated Stu
dents’ Budget and Finance com
mittee, headed by Steven Carroll,
in order to “alleviate needless
spending,” cut down the rifle
team’s yearly appropriation to $500
from the $900 it had received the
year before. However, Carroll’s
committee, according to Randolph
Miller, rifle team president, failed
to consider one angle of the issue.
At this time, the rifle team was al
so receiving support from the
Army ROTC department valued
at about $6,800 a year, according to
Miller.
Angwin Expresses Regrets
When Central Board accepted
Budget and Finance committee’s
budget recommendations on minor
sports, Army ROTC was forced
to withdraw its support. “Our as
sociation with the university rifle
team was beneficial to us and to
them,” Lt. Col. Keith Angwin of
the ROTC department explained.
“They obviously benefited from
our equipment, coaching, free am
munition, and transportation, and
it gave us a chance to train some
of our men. However, under the
circumstances, we felt that we
could no longer support a univer
sity rifle team if its student body
wasn’t interested in supporting it.”
‘No One Interested’
Carroll, in his attack on minor
sports, stated that it was “absurd”
to support such minor organiza
tions “which are not benefiting
the entire study* body.” Carroll
stated that “no one is interested
in a soccer team or a rifle team,”
whereas he said that the larger
athletic teams, such as the football
team and the basketball team,
were “definitely in the general
student interest.”
Miller defended the rifle team.
Competitive rifle shooting, he ex
plained, is “by nature not a spec
tator sport.” Instead, said Miller,
“rifle shooting is an individual
sport. The marksman is a unique
hunter who spends hours concen
trating on placing a bullet in the
exact center of a paper target
which is less than an inch and a
half in diameter. Like the bowler
who is always striving for a perfect
300 game, the marksman is always
striving for a perfect score.”
Miller said the rifle team’s trou
bles really started two years ago,

when at a Big Sky athletic con
ference meeting, rifle Shooting was
proposed as an eleventh intercol
legiate sport and dropped when
the UM athletic department cast
the lone dissenting vote. Then,
during the summer of 1965, the
university’s rifle r a n g e was
burned down to make room for
a faculty parking lot. Thus, the
rifle team now has to travel to the
Hellgate Rifle Club’s range, 5 miles
east of Missoula, which Miller says
the Hellgate lends “out of the
goodness of its heart.”
Miller said the university team
has the potential for one of the
best marksmanship teams in the
nation. Last year, the team took
third place in a sectional match
(one of twelve such matches in the
nation) against eight other North
west universities. One team mem
ber, Jay Cross, placed 60th out of
some 2,000 competitors in the na
tional ratings. The girls’ team set
two national records, and one of
its members, Antonia Rhein, was
high junior girl (under 19 years)
in the nation.
Bozeman Supports
However, Miller noted that rifle
shooting, like other competitive
sports, needs money to operate a
successful training program. He
described the marksmanship pro
gram at Montana State University,
where the student government this
year appropriated $3,000 for trav
eling expenses for its rifle team,
plus $1,500 for equipment. “Thus,
said Miller, “the Bozeman team
has enough money to travel to
other universities to compete each
year.
And, since competition is the
lifeblood of rifle shooting, since a
good team is developed by exten
sive shoulder to shoulder competi
tion, Bozeman’s team has been
competing very favorably na
tionally, as well as locally. Last
year, their team took second place
in one of the major national col
legiate matches of the year in Kan
sas and one of their shooters was
placed on the All-American team,
which is equivalent to being named
to an All-College football team.”
Miller said that UM’s team, on
the present budget allotment,
would be able to travel to only two
intercollegiate matches this year.
“You just don’t travel too far on
$500,” he commented.
Good Marksmen Produced
Miller noted the UM team has
produced good marksmen in the
past. John R. Foster, a member of
the 1960 Olympic rifle team, and
winner of several medals in in
ternational compeition, graduated
from the University in 1956. A
former teammate of Foster’s,
Frank Tetrault, currently is a
member of the Air Force’s •na
tional marksmanship team. Miller
added that Lones Wigger, a for
mer Montana State shooter, won
two gold medals in the 1964 Olym
pics at Tokyo, Japan.

Miller said that the UM team
practices twice a week and has a
match against another local team
each week. He emphasized, how
ever, that in these matches, the
other clubs shoot with telescopic
sights, a decided advantage over
the university’s iron'sights. Unlike
Montana State’s scooters, the UM
marksmen now buy their own am
munition, pay traveling expenses
for the local matches, and, in some

cases, provide their own equip
ment.
gS“It’s hard on each of us finan
cially,” Miller said, “but once the
shooting bug bites you, you can’t
leave shooting alone. Rifle shoot
ing is as exacting and demanding
a sport as any in the U. S., both
mentally and, believe it or not,
physically, and after awhile, the
drive for perfection becomes, like
narcotics, habitforming.”

Miller expressed concern for the
years to come. “As what little
equipment we have wears out, and
if Central Board continues to cut
down our funds each year, we’ll
be in real trouble,” he said.
Meanwhile, fourteen university
marksmen practice religiously and
hope that someday rifle shooting
at the UM will be given the fi
nancial recognition here that it is
given on other Big Sky campuses.

SUNDAY - MONDAY - TUESDAY - WEDNESDAY!
Oh Boy! Hot Dog! At Last! An Old-Fashioned, Garter-Snapping,
Laugh-a-Minute Bedroom Farce With Fancy Trimmings!

make room for a fiat!!
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Prices Reduced Up to 50%
Dresses......................25% OFF
Suits.......................... 25% OFF
Cocktail Dresses . . .25% OFF
Slacks.........................50% OFF
Slack S u its................ 50% OFF
Blouses..................................V3OFF
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Added Attractions!
Winter Sports Featurette:
“KING OF THE BLADES”
“Speedy and Daffy”
Cartoon

FEATURE TIMES:
Sunday at 12:00, 2:20,
4:40, 7:10 and 9:40
Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday
at 7:10 - 9:40

Showplace of Montana

WI LMA
Phone 543-7341
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Group Requirements Explained, Applauded
By RICK FOOTE
UM students have been required
to take certain courses to meet cur
riculum standards since 1895 when
the first UM catalog of courses was
issued.
Candidates for an A.B. degree
were required to complete courses
in mathematics, Latin, Greek, Eng
lish, science, history and civics.
In 1904 evolution of student re
quirements brought about a major
change. Candidates for a B.A. de
gree had to complete courses in
rhetoric, political economy, psy
chology, literature, biology, chem
istry, elocution, history, Latin,
Greek, modern languages and al
gebra. To graduate in 1905 students
had to have a minimum of 128
credit hours.
By 1908 the term restricted elec
tives, the direct forerunner of
group requirements, was used.
Students were required to com
plete 6 to 10 credit hours in sci
ence, 12 to 20 hours in foreign
language, 6 to 10 hours in history
or economics and 6 to 10 hours in
literature or philosophy.
The next major change in re
stricted electives came in 1918.
Students were required to take 9
to 15 credit hours in science or
mathematics, 18 to 30 hours in a
foreign language, 9 to i5 hours in
history or economics and 9 to. 15
holxrs in literature or philosophy.

In 1936 the restricted electives
were changed again and divided
into five groups.
Group I requirements included
social science, biological science,
humanities and physical science.
Group II required 23 to 25 cred
its in a foreign language and Group
III required 12 credits from zo
ology, botany, chemistry, geology,
mathematics or physics.
Group IV required eight credits
of economics, history, political sci
ence, sociology or social science.
Group V required eight credits of
English, literature, philosophy, psy
chology or humanities.
Bacteriology Added
In 1941 bacteriology was added
to Group III and anthropology was
added to Group IV.
The foreign language require
ment first was listed outside the
restricted .electives in 1947. In 1954
the term “group requirements” was
first used.
Group requirements listed three
groups.
Group I contained astronomy,
bacteriology, botany, chemistry,
introduction to biological sciences,
geology, mathematics, physics and
zoology.
Group II contained anthropology,
economics, history, a choice of
three journalism credits and po
litical science.
Group III presented a choice

Illinois to Initiate Course
In Negro History Soon
From THE DAILY ILLINI
University of Illinois,
Champaign, 111.
A course in Negro history is well
on its way to being a part of the
University curriculum but the date
it will begin still is controversial.
Robert Johannsen, chairman of
the Department of History, said
the projected date for the first
course is fall semester 1968. He
said he is “gratified by the interest
and support” shown in such a
course. The Department of His
tory was “working on something
similar” before the campus chap
ter of CORE recommended it in
October, he said.
He added he was “sure of suf
ficient enrollment” to warrant such
a course.
CORE, which has been leading
the groups for the course, passed
a proposal last week asking the

University to offer the course no
later than the fall of 1967. The
History Department, it contends,
has enough money and resources
to accomplish this.
Johannsen said the fall 1968 date
is the earliest possible. He said a
professor currently is researching
the course which must be done be
fore any course can be formally
proposed.
He added a course summary
must be turned in a year in ad
vance, and the deadline for next
year’s courses is too close to per
mit planning. He was “certain” the
obstacles could be overcome by
1968, however.
Meanwhile, the original CORE
proposal calling for a Negro his
tory course since has been en
dorsed by the LAS Student Coun
cil, Student Senate and the YMCA
executive committee.

from fine arts, English literature,
foreign language literature, hu
manities, philosophy, psychology
or music.
The next major change in group
requirements was in 1965 when
four groups were instituted again.
The change in 1965 gave students
an even wider range of educational
opportunities, according to Earl
Lory, Faculty Senate president.
The present groups are:
Life sciences: biology, botany,
microbiology and psychology.
Physical sciences and mathe
matics: chemistry, geology, mathe
matics ahd physics.
Social sciences: anthropology,
economics, geography, political
science and sociology.
Humanities: art, art history,
drama history, literature, foreign
language literature, music and phi
losophy.
Faculty Sets Requirements
Mr. Lory said the faculty sets
up the group requirements which
must be approved by the Board of
Regents. He said the change in the
group requirements came about
through a faculty committee
charged with reviewing the entire
curriculum.
Mr. Lory said he thinks group
requirements are necessary be
cause:
1. A student should have a com
mand of the English language.
2. A student should have knowl
edge of a foreign language because
it is the mark of the educated man.
3. A student should have a wide
introduction to a variety of sub
jects.
He said the curriculum is the
responsibility of the faculty, but
student opinions are considered.
Student' Opinions Valuable
“Student opinions would be val
uable but I don’t know if the stu
dents would look at a long range
program. Also most faculty mem
bers are advisers and get to know
how the students think,” he said.
Merrel Clubb, of the English de
partment, said he thinks the prin
ciple of group requirements is good
because the purpose of the Uni
versity is to provide a broad edu
cation.
Mr. Clubb also said he thinks
the science and math requirements
should provide special courses for
non-majors. He said these depart
ments could provide fine courses
in these areas and set up a pro

gram for majors without sacri
ficing any quality of the courses.
He also said he feels there is a
trend to drift away from humani
ties and put more emphasis on
other areas of study.
Frank Bessac of the anthropol
ogy department said he has taught
at the University of Texas and
Lawrence University in Wisconsin.
Courses Same
Mr. Bessac said the basic re
quired courses were about the
same at UT and LU as they are at
UM.
He said he thinks group require
ments are helpful to anthropology
majors because anthropology is a
broad field and the students must
have knowledge of scientific meth
ods and American culture.
“For this school as it is and the
students we get we need group
requirements. We get such a wide
range of students the only way we
can have an educational system is
to have group requirements,” Mr.
Bessac said.
President Robert Pantzer said
the group requirements are con
stantly under review and always
subject to change.
He said one of the biggest prob
lems with group requirements is
setting up enough sections of
classes so the procurement of
classes to fulfill group require
ments can be easily achieved by all
students.
Student opinions indicated stu
dents are in favor of group re
quirements.
Cheri Haser, a junior business

administration major, said she at
tended Jamestown College in
Jamestown, North Dakota before
coming to UM.
She was a nursing major at
Jamestown and said her whole
curriculum was planned for her
with very few elective courses.
Most of her groups were filled
when she came to UM so they have
presented no problem, she said.
“I’m in favor of group require
ments because they give you a
choice while giving an overall
knowledge outside the major area,”
Miss Haser said.
Mike Boehme, a junior in ac
counting, said, “I’m in favor of
group requirements but I think
sometimes a student could better
spend the time working toward
his major. Also I think the English
composition courses should be part
of the group requirements.”
Sandy Kahle, an elementary
education major, said she thinks
the group requirements, are very
good but she said they should not
be* changed so often.
Miss Kahle said she has had no
problems filling her groups be
cause most of the requirements for
her major also serve to fill the
group requirements.

It’s Worth Your Time
to Stop . . .

THISTLE DEW
ANTIQUES
Lewis and Clark Highway
U. S. 12
Roy and Stella Van Ostrand
273-6766

WHOA, BETSY
The highest brake horsepower
claimed for any present day pro
duction car is 425 b.h.p. at 5,600
r.p.m. in the Chrysler V-8, which
has a 6,982 c.c. engine.

Six MUeg West of Lolo, Mont.
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producedbyarthur loew.jr. dOactsdbrSTthurhiiler a euterpe production
^
inPanavision'andM etrocolor
Jgh

N O W
T H R O U G H
S A T U R D A Y !
SHOW TIMES TONIGHT:
Shorts at 6:20 - 8:50
“Penelope” at 7:00 - 9:30
SHOW TIMES SATURDAY:
Shorts at 4:10 - 6:35 - 9:00
“Penelope” at 4:45-7:10-9:35

ADDED ATTRACTIONS:
Featurette on Karate:
“CHOP! CHOP!”
Travelogue on France
Late News - Cartoon

Showplace of Montana
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WPhone
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Im p ro v e m e n t b y t y p ic a l g ra d u a te s

c o u n try ,

1st
Wk.
Jack Brickson, Student..................... 384
B. P. Hansond, Air Force Officer............. 271
James R. Knott, Student, Creighton Unhr.... 295
Ben Kelly, Student, Creighton Univ.......... 267
Kathleen Cheney, Nurse .................... 258
Thomas A. Brown, Student, Creighton Univ... 360
Robert D. Faulkner, Biochemist............. 394
Grayson P. Jones, Engineer................ 465
Mary Megel, Student...................... 218
John Bruse, Student, Northwestern Univ..... 354
Carl R. Gray, Clerk, Safeway Stores........ 263
Kathleen Francis, Student, Creighton Univ. .. 260
Ismet Bozkurt, Student, Univ. of Nebraska... 218
Terry L. Mazurak, Student................. 317
John E. Tate, Attorney..................... 384
Eldon Henning, Social Worker............... 301
Sid Burkey, Student .................... 304
Roger Schaaf, Student...................... 666
Tom Burkey, Student, Heston College....... 460

8th
Wk.
1073
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17-72
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1368
1348
1380
1440
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1050
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NOW REGISTERING FOR WINTER CLASSES
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COLO. SPRINGS
1605 S. Telon
596-3565

Albuquarqua—Jan. 16
Danyat^—Jan. 12
Las Cruens—-Jan. 17
Bouldar—Jan. 14
Omaha—Jan. 11
R. Collins—Jan. 17
Bozaman—Jan. 23
Grand Junction—Fab. 3
Gunnison—Fab. 2
Halana—Jan. 26
Missoula—Jan. 27
Wichita—Jan. 12
Kansas City—Jan. 13

f iv e

t im e s a s m a n y w o r d s in

te c h n iq u e

r e a d i n g , e v e r y w o r d o n t h e p a g e is n o t e d ,

A C H IE V E M E N T

LINCOLN
124 N. 16tb
422-1275

FT. COLLINS
2121 cTeervlew
484-4394

W ARRANTY

We guarantee to increase the reading efficiency of each student AT
LEAST 3 times with good comprehension. we will refund the entire
tuition to any student who after completing minimum class and study
reggelremants, does not at least triple Ms reading efficiency as
measured by our beginning and ending tests.

M A IL

DENVER
1575 Sherman
292-1495

irk

a m a z in g

h a s re a d .

READING DYNAMICS INSTITUTE
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R E A D IN G

D Y N A M IC S
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j

P.O. Box 817, Missoula, Mont.. Dept. 16
Please send descriptive folder.
I understand that I am under So obligation and that
no salesman will call.

I
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■

S t r e e t ............................ ' .......................................... Z i p . . . ; ..................
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C i t y ........................................................................................................ ......

